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Epistory is an atmospheric adventure typing game that tells the story of a writer lacking inspiration who asks her muse to help
write her latest book.

In Epistory you play the muse, a fictional character in a world where everything is untold. Your adventure begins on a blank
page, but the world will soon become larger and livelier as you gather inspiration, solve its mysteries and defeat its enemies.

From movement to opening chests and fighting in epic battles, every element in the game is controlled exclusively with the
keyboard.

As you progress and explore the fantasy origami world, the story literally unfolds in the writer’s mind and the mysteries of the
magic power of the words are revealed.

Features

Explore a beautiful paper craft world: play as the muse riding a giant three tailed fox, lost in a fantasy 3D world

More than just typing: solve mysterious puzzles, unlock magic powers and defeat enemies in adrenaline pumping epic
combats

A writer’s block? Collect fragments and inspirations points to unfold the story as you explore the origami world in the
writer’s head. But there is more to the story than meets the eye…

All in keyboard: from movements, combats to even menus, control everything with a keyboard

Adaptive difficulty: if your hands fly around the keyboard or if you are a slow typist, the game features a dynamic
difficulty system that evolves to fit each players’ skill set

Competitive Arena Mode: challenge other players for the top spot in the arena leaderboards

Play in your own language: game texts are localized in English, French, German, Spanish, Portuguese (Brazil),
Russian, Polish with voice overs in English. The game supports several keyboard layouts (QWERTY, QWERTZ,
AZERTY, BEPO, Dvorak, Workman and Colemak)
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Title: Epistory - Typing Chronicles
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Fishing Cactus
Publisher:
Fishing Cactus, Plug In Digital
Franchise:
Typing Chronicles
Release Date: 30 Mar, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/7/8/8.1

Processor: Intel Core i5 2400 -OR- AMD Phenom II X6 1100T

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon HD4850 -OR- GeForce GTX 295 (Does not support Intel Integrated Graphics Cards)

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,German,Polish,Russian,Czech,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Italian
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Really fantastic, but too hard for kids just learning to type. Would be fantastic to have an easier mode for kids (pretty please?).
Thanks for creating this game.. I used to play a lot of typing games as a child - When I found this, I was ecstatic.

The world is beautiful, the graphics are unique, the music is soothing, and the story is surprising but heartwarming. I finished
this in about 5 hours (1 hour idled) but I can definitely see myself coming back to this either for a full replay or at least to get
the rest of the achievements. I see that the developers are working on another Typing Chronicles game and I'm very excited for
the next one after finishing Epistory!. this game is alright~ the story seems kinda meh~ idk if maybe it is more interesting if you
are a female or artsy...maybe

but the arena is where its at
couple scores up there im sure are cheats but most seem legit and i love slowly climbing the ranking
its exciting. and tough. and sometimes frustrating. but if this game only came with arena it would still be worth it imo
i say this at $15

. GREAT game, it inspired me so much to start learning touch typing and it did that very successfully I must say! And it is also
really fun and graphics are adorable. Can only recommend.. What a fun whimsical game! Not too long of a game, but very fun.
If you could brush up on your typing, or just like exploring this is a game to check out. The art and world is really beautiful..
Really, Really Beautiful game.

Sometimes it is a little bit hard to figure out the directions but I think it is where the sense of achievement could be. I purchased
the game just because I love typing and happened to find the game. It is DEFINITELY worth the price.

I love the author for creating such a great game.. took a bit to get used to the controls, but they're fairly simple and i'm not that
coordinated. Really good, especially for the genre, with a touching little story and cute animation with nice style direction.
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Steam Broforce 2018.4 Update Notables Changes:
Hey Bros,

We've done an update to improve performance of Broforce and fix some stubborn bugs. Hope you find that the game runs
better!

Full changelog:

Performance
* Improved overall frame rate of the game
* Drastically Improved level load times in Campaign and Arcade modes
* Fixed network lag and choppiness during gameplay

UX
* Full localization of the game (Excluding Map Editor) in the following languages:
- French, Italian, German, Spanish, Portuguese (Brazilian), Japanese, Korean
* Added Steam presence text for various game situations
* Added colored borders to player HUD
* Chat no longer blocks input for other local players
* Pause Menu no longer blocks input for other local players in Multiplayer
* Pause Menu items no longer appear in contexts where they can’t be used
* Added UI prompt for players to Press Fire to Join Game
* Covert Ops are now included in the total number of Campaign levels
* Players using controllers can now use the alternate special button to navigate back in menus
* Players can now exit Bro Select in Versus Mode
* Improved the Kick Player Menu and Messaging
* Kicked players are now returned to the main menu
* Added information overlays to better communicate game states
* Fixed various UI elements that weren’t appearing correctly in 4:3 aspect ratio

Bug Fixes
* Fixed bug that had broken the previous functionality of dropping idle players after 35 seconds
* Fixed bug where certain cutscenes would not be triggered, such as Bruiser and GR-666
* Fixed layout of subtitles in end-game cutscene to ensure they aren’t cut off
* Fixed bug in Versus where negative scores were not displayed correctly
* Fixed bug where Race mode would sometimes launch a Deathmatch instead
* Fixed bug where a blank leaderboard is shown when exiting a Custom Campaign before completing it
* Removed Snake Broskin from early Covert Operations to ensure they unlock at the correct time
* Fixed incorrect network synchronization of various level and game elements
* Fixed end game sequence synchronization issues
* Miscellaneous stability improvements. WWB 9 MELEE MAYHEM:
Gather your knives and swords! Bronan, Mr Anderbro, The Brode or Brade - you have the freedom to choose! ... within these
limits... Your theme for this Weekend Workshop Brodown is:

MELEE MAYHEM. WWB 7 BROSCENSION:
Our bros of liberty and justice have found themselves trapped in a deep cave. They don't know what's ahead of them, but they
know going up means getting out. Your theme for this Weekend Workshop Brodown is:

BROSCENSION. Broforce 4th...erm...7th of July Update 2016!:

THIS FOURTH.... WWB2 - DIE HARD:
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Classic democracy defiling terrorism... Your new theme for the next Weekend Workshop Brodown is:

DIE HARD. BROFORCE FINAL RELEASE SET FOR 15 OCTOBER!:

The United States of America – The freedom loving developer Free Lives and their democratically elected publisher Devolver
Digital have announced that international sensation Broforce will shed its Early Access shackles and proceed with Operation
Full Release on October 15. The full launch of America’s favorite freedom simulator will include a new set of challenging
campaign missions as the bros charge into Satan’s stronghold for a final confrontation in hell with the dark lord himself!

To celebrate this forthcoming triumph of electronic entertainment, Free Lives and Broforce musician Deon van Heerden have
released the ultra patriotic Freedom EP – a five-track album of Broforce music including The Ballad of Rambro and the
Broforce Theme. The Freedom EP is free as a thank you to Broforce Early Access owners from now until launch on October 15
after which it will be prohibitively expensive but that’s capitalism for you. Get it now for free on Steam and crank it at home, in
the car, or during a hostage situation.

Watch the  BALLAD OF RAMBRO music video!. Weekend Workshop Brodown!!!:
To celebrate the release of the new Broforce Level Editor Guide,http://youtu.be/EPXND0JjgCw and to reward our
awesome community, we will be running a series of Weekend Workshop Brodown competitions over the coming
months. To participate, all you need to do is make your own freedom-filled level following the current week's theme,
and share it on Steam Workshop. Vote for your favourite levels! We'll announce the winner the following week, and to
sweeten the deal, we'll throw in any Devolver Digital published game Steam key of the winner's choice!

Check out this thread and start those theme suggestions! Do it now!
EXCLAMATION MARKS!!!!!!!!!! !!!
http://steamcommunity.com/app/274190/discussions/0/617319460824658095/. Alien Infestation Update:

HIGH FIVE!
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